Abstract-The age is one of the most important features of a human being, and its estimation is essential in many applications, such as security control and surveillance monitoring. This work presents a framework for facial age estimation based on ensemble of individual age estimators. Both mathematical and experimental proofs show, if the individual age estimators are diverse in error, then to improve the results, we can make the ensemble age estimator using the best selected individual age estimators. We emphasize that although the experiments presented here are performed by neural networks, the proposed framework is readily applicable to any other regressor.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of predicting the age from a face image has long been a focus of the computer vision and artificial and intelligence communities. Previous efforts on age estimation can be summarized into two types: 1) Age group classification, such as in [1] , where a face is classified/labeled according to the age range, and 2) Exact age estimation, such as in [2] - [6] , which attempts to guess the age of a human subject.
The first work in facial age group classification was proposed by Kwon and Lobo in [1] . Using measurements of facial features and calculating proportions, they were able to separate face images into three groups: infant, adult, and senior. Lanitis et al. [2] are credited with having done the first true work in exact age estimation. In their work, the Active Appearance Models (AAMs) were used for face encoding. Based on aging functions, they used a number of training images in order to learn the relationship between the coded representation of face images and the actual age of subjects in the corresponding images. A good survey of age estimation algorithms can be found in [7] .
Age estimation has a large body of applications. Some applications that pass through the author's mind include the following.
• Preventing people to access on computer programs, internet websites and electronic devices that are harmful for specific ages.
• Indexing of face images based on the individual's Manuscript received March 12, 2012 , revised March 28, 2012 . A. K. Choobeh is with the Young Researchers Club, Buinzahra Branch, Islamic Azad University, Buinzahra, Iran (e-mail: keshavarz_c@ yahoo.com).
ages for age-based retrieval of face images from videos.
• Summarizing videos focused on specific ages.
• Improving the accuracy and speed of face recognition systems. In this paper has been shown that if the estimated ages of the best individual age estimators that are diverse in error are averaged, the results can be improved. The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the system. Aligning shapes using procrustes analysis will be introduced briefly in section 3. The piece-wise linear triangle based warping algorithm are presented in section 4. For the readers' convenience, the artificial neural networks will be introduced in section 5. Section 6 reviews some transforms for generating appropriate texture features. Section 7 gives a mathematical proof for efficiency of the proposed ensemble technique. The experimental results are presented in Section 8, and finally, Section 9 provides concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . The system inputs are facial shape and gray-level intensities of shape-free face images. The facial shapes are represented by the coordinates of a number of landmarks placed at predefined positions of the face images. Before using the facial shapes, they are aligned by Procrustes analysis to minimize shape variation. Then each image is warped to the mean shape using the piece-wise affine (linear) triangle based warping algorithm so that shape variation within the training set is eliminated and obtaining shape-free faces. The Modified Census Transform and the best 2-D Gabor filters are used for extracting facial texture features from internal facial region. The shape and texture are both vectorized for image representation. Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), and uniform averaging make the other parts of the system. All the system parts will be described in more detail in the next sections.
III. ALIGNING SHAPES USING PROCRUSTES ANALYSIS
There is considerable literature on methods of aligning shapes into a common coordinate frame, the most popular approach being Procrustes analysis [8] , [9] . A shape can be aligned to another shape by applying this analysis which yield the minimum distance between the shapes. Procrustes analysis only determines a linear transformation (translation, reflection, orthogonal rotation, and scaling) to reach this goal. 
IV. PIECE-WISE LINEAR TRIANGLE BASED WARPING ALGORITHM
Face warping to another face (here, mean face) is the process of overlaying the face to another face. This process consists of three steps [10] :
1. Select and match control points (landmarks) in the faces. 2. Determine the triangulation of control points in one of the faces. The triangulation of control points in the other face is automatically obtained from the correspondence between control points in the faces. See Fig. 2 .
3. For each pair of corresponding triangles in the faces, using coordinates of three vertex points in two faces
as [ ] , the X-component coordinate of the same point in the warping face can be determined using the linear mapping function of (1). The Y-component of the point is determined similarly. Warping typical face images to the mean shape is shown in Fig. 2 .
V. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Supervised neural network, such as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [11] were used as the classifier to classify the parameters of the face based on his/her age. The network is presented with pairs of patterns i.e. the input pattern (the face model parameters) paired with target output (his/her age). Weights are adjusted to decrease the difference between the network's output and the target output. The training set (the set of input/target pattern pairs) is used for training, and is presented to the network many times. After training is stopped, the performance of the network is tested.
The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with the RPROP learning algorithm [12] was used in the experiments. The following pseudo-code gives the RPROP learning algorithm. 
( 1) ( 
VI. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND GENERATION

A. The Modified Census Transform
The modified census transform [13] , [14] is a non-parametric local transform which is defined as an ordered set of comparison of pixel intensities in a local neighborhood. Let are a local spatial neighborhood of the pixel at x including it and the intensity mean on this neighborhood respectively. The modified census transform at x is defined using (2).
where ⊗ is the concatenation operation and )) ( ), (
ξ is a comparison function as shown using (3).
B. 2D Gabor Filter
The Gabor filter captures salient visual properties such as spatial localization, orientation selectivity, and spatial frequency characteristics. Gabor filters were introduced to image analysis due to their biological relevance and computational properties [15] , [16] .
The 2D Gabor filters take the form of a complex plane wave modulated by a Gaussian envelope function [17] - [19] : . Gabor features of a facial image are extracted based on its Gabor representations, which are obtained by convolving the facial image with Gabor filter. Let I(x,y) be an image, the convolution of I(x,y) and a Gabor filter is denoted as follows:
is the convolution result corresponding to the Gabor filter at orientation u and scale v . In this paper, for extracting discriminating information of different orientations and scales as much as possible, Wang et al. scheme was adopted [19] . In this scheme, the orientation and scale set is } 7 :
Note that only the magnitude of Gabor filter response was used as the textural features.
C. The PCA Transform
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been successfully used in handprint recognition [20] , face recognition [21] - [25] , and robotics [26] , [27] . Given a t-dimensional vector representation of each face image, the PCA [28] can be used to find a subspace whose basis vectors correspond to the maximum-variance directions in the original space. Let W represent the linear transformation that maps the original t-dimensional space onto a f-dimensional feature subspace where normally t f << . The new feature and 2) the average of all images is subtracted from all normalized vectors.
VII. THE PROPOSED ENSEMBLE TECHNIQUE AND MATHEMATICAL PROOF FOR ITS EFFICIENCY
As mentioned before, our ensemble technique is the averaging operation on the best selected age estimators which International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 2, No. 2, April 2012 are diverse in error. The averaging operation is to take a linearly weighted summation of the individual estimator outputs. The output of the combination is:
Where L is the number of estimators, i f is the output of the i th estimator that is referred to as the individual estimator, i w is the corresponding non-negative real-valued combination weight, i w is a testing datapoint, and ens f is a convex combination of the individual estimators that is referred to as the ensemble estimator. The weights can be non-uniform but have the constraint that they sum to one:
; and also the uniform combination in (7), where all weights is equal at
If the ensemble is a uniformly weighted convex combination, we have the Bias-Variance-Covariance decomposition [29] , [30] . So we have the mean squared error of the ensemble estimator f as (8). 
where d the target value of an arbitrary testing datapoint and N is is the total number of training samples. The generalization error of an individual estimator can be broken down into two components: bias and variance. These two usually work in opposition to each other. Attempts to reduce the bias component will cause an increase in variance and vice versa [30] . Techniques in the machine learning literature are often evaluated on how well they can optimize the trade-off between these two components. The bias can be characterized as a measure of how close your estimator is to its target. The variance is a measure of how stable the solution is. For example, in a slightly different training data, an estimator with high variance will tend to produce wildly varying performance. The covariance term is a measure of error correlation between individual estimators. We can see that the error of an ensemble of estimators depends critically on the amount of covariance term. As (8) shows, we would ideally like to decrease the covariance, without causing any increases in the 2 bias or var terms. To achieve this goal, an averaging technique which is described in the following is proposed.
To improve the age estimation results by averaging technique in comparing to each individual age estimator, it is necessary that first, different representations of face images are provided to capture the error diversity between individual age estimators. Second, the best individual age estimators participate in averaging. The first decreases error covariance of ensemble estimator and the second decreases the error bias and variance of each individual age estimator. So based on the (8), the total error of ensemble estimator that comprises of these three terms decreases. From this point of view, different textural features from face images are evaluated. To generate textural features of face images, the total 64 Gabor filters and the Modified Census transform are used. The Gabor filter bank is selected based on minimum linear correlation between filters to reduce the redundancy of generated textural features. Selecting the Gabor filters based on the minimum linear correlation between filters is a factor to diversify the age estimation error between individual age estimators. Using each textural feature, a model of face appearance is built. The parameters of each model with Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) classifier individually build the age estimators that have different errors in the age estimation results. Among the Gabor filters, some of them that have minimum age estimation errors are selected. The uniform average of the age estimation results of the individual age estimator that built using best Gabor filters and Modified Census transform make the age estimation system that improves the age estimation performance compared to all the component individual age estimators.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To study of the automatic age estimation system, we used the FG-NET Aging Database [31] . Typical face images from this database are shown in Fig. 3 . The age estimation performance are evaluated by the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [2] - [5] . Sixty-eight landmark points and 18000 pixels from internal region of shape-free faces are used. In total, 130 textural features were applied to each of the ANNs. The ANNs architecture is as follows: 130 input units, 5 hidden units, which have been experimentally determined, and one output unit, representing the corresponding age of each face. [32] .
The MAE of the individual age estimator based on the Modified Census Transform is 5.49 years [33] . The ensemble age estimator improves the age estimation MAE compared to the individual age estimators up to 4.85 years.
IX. CONCLUSION
An ensemble age estimation algorithm which can improve individual age estimation algorithms is proposed. In the first step, several individual age estimators which are diverse in error are created. Different representation of face images using 2D Gabor filters and the Modified Census Transform are used to create diversity in error between the component individual age estimators. Among them, the four individual age estimators that have the best performance are selected. The four individual age estimators use a same classification model on different feature representations of same facial images. Averaging of the age estimation results of these best age estimators gives us an ensemble age estimator that has the better performace compared to all the individual estimators. Mathematical proofs garauntees further improvement of the enemble age estimation algorithm when the best individual age estimators are diverse in error.
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